This paper proposes a new block cipher termed as "Modular Arithmetic based Block Cipher with Varying Key-Spaces (MABCVK)" that uses private key-spaces of varying lengths to encrypt data files. There is a simple but intelligent use of theory of modular arithmetic in the scheme of the cipher. Based on observed implementation of the proposed cipher on a set of real data files of several types, all results are tabulated and analyzed. The schematic strength of the cipher and the freedom of using a long key-space expectedly can make it reasonably nonvulnerable against possible cryptanalytic attacks. As a part of the future scope of the work, it is also intended to formulate and implement an enhanced scheme that will use a carrier image to have a secure transmission of the private key
Introduction
Module arithmetic [1] , a strong backbone in numerous existing ciphering protocols [2] , has been applied in an intelligent manner to develop "Modular Arithmetic based Block Cipher with Varying Key-Spaces" with the acronym as MABCVK. Although the encryption of data using MABCVK results in encrypted data of extended dimension, its schematic strength and the liberty of using a long key-space while encrypting using it expectedly can make MABCVK reasonably nonvulnerable against possible cryptanalytic attacks. Section 2 presents the scheme followed in MABCVK. A report of implementation of MABCVK on a sample plaintext is demonstrated in section 3. Results of a set of real implementations are presented in section 4. Section 5 is an analytical observation to MABCVK. A conclusion is drawn in section 6.
The Scheme
The data to be encrypted is divided in blocks each of Lbits. All these blocks are converted into equivalent set of integers of base-10.Next, two sufficiently large prime integers K1 and K2 are taken as keys satisfying the conditions:
1. K1, K2 being sufficiently bigger than the number or numbers to be encrypted
K1 < K2
A variable α with its value being in the range of 0.1 and 0.9 is taken to be used in due course of time to shift the sequence of encrypted set of integers. Sections 2.1 and section 2.2 respectively describe the encryption and the decryption processes with conventionally Alice being considered as the sender and Bob being considered as the receiver
Encryption
The set of computations to be done in the encryption end for P being a positive integer to be encrypted is as follows:
1. Set K3 = φ (K1) -1. 2. Set A = Chosen random number from the set of numbers, which when used as quotient to divide K2, leaves P as remainder. 3. Set B = A K3 mod K1 4. Set C = Product of B and K2 5. Set D = C K3 mod K1 6. Set E = Result of shifting D by α %, which is the encrypted form for P. The function φ (K1) is a totient function [3] . The totient φ (K1) of a positive integer K1 defines the number of integers less than or equal to K1 that are relatively prime to K1. φ (K1) = K1 -1, when K1 is a prime number.
Decryption
Based on the set of values for K1, K2, α extracted from the private key, the following set of operations are carried out in the decryption end.
The function φ (K1) is a totient function as was described in section 2.1.
Implementation
This section describes the process of encryption and decryption using a sample tiny plaintext WORLD considering K1 = 263, K2 = 317 and α = 0.1. Table 1 enlists different intermediate and the final result of implementation following the encryption algorithm stated in section 2.1. Consequently, the cipher text "U≤a¼E" is generated for the taken plaintext A reverse process is followed to employ the decryption algorithm stated in section 2.2.
Results
The implementation of the encryption / decryption algorithm described in section 2.1 and section 2.2 Figure 1 shows plotting of source file size (in KB) and encryption time (in Sec). The encryption and decryption process being almost symmetrical, the encryption time for any specific file is nearly equal to the time required to decrypt it. This is validated from the graph plotting shown in figure 1 and figure 2.
Analysis
Although small keys were used to tabulate results of encryption using MABCVK, it can be used with much larger key-spaces with the support of appropriate computing platform for large exponential computations.
The substitution of plaintext data with random integers generates different ciphers for the same set of keys. If the number of integers to be encrypted is N and if there can be at least one substitution for each then there can be at least N different cipher texts generated using the same key sets. This property makes frequency analysis attacks difficult.
The effective key length is equal to sum of length of KEY1 and KEY2. Brute-force search will require searching entire search space of 2 (sum of length of KEY1 & KEY2) . The average time required for such extensive search is given in table 3 [5] .
Data expansion noted during encryption is expected as the proposed cipher uses exponentiation. We can adopt to write encrypted data as bit stream and device an appropriate padding scheme to identify separate blocks to reduce the encrypted file size considerably. The computational complexity of calculating large integer powers of integers can be simplified by adopting faster methods like exponentiation by squaring, square and multiply or binary exponentiation, which leads to reduction of both encryption and decryption time. Encryption process can be augmented to be faster if read block size (in bits) is increased but it should be less than the size of key (in bits). The proposed scheme restricts use of the read block size greater than the key size.
Conclusion
The proposed MABCVK is flexible enough for implementation with larger keys. The substitution of source data with random integers produces different sets of encrypted data for the same private key pairs, which, in turn, makes the task of cryptanalysis a challenging one. Encryption and decryption using MABCVK require almost same execution time. If a pair of 128-bit keys is used for encryption and if brute-force attack is applied for decryption then at least all the primes in the range of integers from 1 to 2 128 are to be tested as a probable key. There are 2 128 / Log (2 128 ) = 383534127545935 x 10 22 prime numbers in the range of integers from 1 to 2
128
. It is observed that if one trillion of these numbers per second can be checked, more than 121,617,874,031,562 x 10
